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Best of Luck
 Class of 2017!



Most Changed
Marissa Ziefle

Nick Messerschmidt

Loudest 
Hannah Lech

 Michael Schumacher

Most Unforgetable
Kristin Griesbacher

Danny Stewart

Most 
Sarcastic
Callie Adamczak
Jack Mickelson

Most Likely to Cry at 
Graduation

Katie Gapinski
Ryan Ehlinger

Quietest
Ariana Del Moral

Jon Sollberger

Most Hair Changes
Kim Lambie
Elijah Dercks

Most Likely to 
Succeed

Mary Zakowski
Ben Richards

Person Who Says
 “Like” the Most
Cameron Cichocki

Jackson T Martin

Jack-
of-All-
Trades
Katelyn Morgan
Johnny Santaga

Person Who 
KnowS Everything

Syliva Griffitt
Alex Wasilkoff

Person Who Gets 
Away with Nothing

Kristin Griesbacher
Barrett Desotell 

Senior Who Refuses to Slide
Elisabeth Lasecki
Michael DeLeers

Person You’d Take 
Home to Your Parents

Katrina Dietsche
Johnny Santaga

Most Caring
Eleanor Sladek

Jackson T. Martin

Most Likely to Join 
the Religious Life

Ali DeWilde
Alex Wasilkoff

Best Sense of 
Style

Ireland Sweeny
Ben Richards

And The Academy Award Goes To...2

Person who is always 
smiling

Kelly Hogan
Diego Mendoza

Best Sense of Humor 
Angela White
Danny Stewart

Worst Liar
Hope Gourley
Ryan Ehlinger

Best Public Speaker
Katrina Dietsche
Diego Mendoza 

Most Likely to teach at nda
Cali Gurnicki

Ben Rose

Best actor/actress
Jordan Zehms
Alex Wasilkoff



Best Smile
Isabel Canadeo
Lachlan Johnson

Most Athletic 
Katelyn Morgan 
Johnny Santaga

Best Laugh
Sarah Zarvan
Andrew Zipp

Best Musician
Ella Hunt

Antonio Salerno

Best Eyes
  Maureen Nesvacil

Lachlan Johnson

Best 
Personality

Katrina Dietsche
Ryan O’Connell

Worst Senior Slide
Olivia Nelson
Bryce Watzka

Worst Driver
Cameron Cichocki

Quinn Snyder

Biggest 
Trendsetter
Sinead VanDrisse

Ben Richards

Most Talkative
Annabelle Whatley

Barrett Desotell

Best Singer
Ella Hunt

Charlie Urick

Most Honest
Maria Keenan

Michael DeLeers

Most Time Getting 
Ready for School

Brenda Aguilar
Ben Richards

Couple Most Likely to 
Get Married

Whitney Walczyk
Jack Kumbalek

Best Artist 
Maria Pable

Tae Kyu Kim “Q”

Most Addicted to 
His/Her Cell Phone

Marissa Ziefle
Josh Hock

Class Clown
Jenna Wozney
Danny Stewart

Teachers’ Pet
Emily Lelinski
Carter Olles

Most Confident
Kristin Griesbacher

Steven Lovell

Most Muscular
Annabelle Whatley

Jack Gille

And The Academy Award Goes To...

Person Who 
Is Always Late

Maria Keenan
Bennett Christensen
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Person who Fake 
Bakes the Most

Marissa Ziefle
Jack Gille

Most Likely to be 
a Professional 

Athlete
Corrine Meglic
Nate Ihlenfeldt

Best Senior Pictures
Carly Noble

Liam Gerl 



  Can You Believe I...? 4
“Never got a referral in 
Mr. Havlichek’s 5B study 
hall junior year, even after 
the gladiatorial arena epi-
sode?”- Jacob Rose

“Have never been in de-
tention before?”
- Ali DeWilde

“Bought the $25 Triton 
socks from the school store 
because I forgot to wear
 some?”- Taylor King

“Got dunked-on during a 
home basketball game?”
- Kyle Yurek

“Mikayla Neveau, Katie 
Gapinski and I ran around 
the hotel at State Cross-
Country in morphsuits?”
- Eleanor Sladek
“Have taken the same 
yearbook picture all four 
years?”- Lauren LaPointe

“I am Troy Bolton?”
- Ben Richards

“Jacob Rose and I ARE ac-

tually brothers?”
- Ben Rose

“Ran into the 
bathroom wall 
sophomore year 
and had to get 
eight stitches 
above my eye?”
- Jon Lemens

“Had to get a 
job to pay for 
my own College 
Credit courses?”
- Tommy Mat-
thews

“Have never 
shaved my eyebrows?”
- Will Roach

“Gained 70 lbs. in a year 
and a half?”
- Noah Huntley

“Never missed a too-blue 
Tuesday?”
- Meg Dwyer

“Drove over 30,000 miles 
to and from school every-

day over the past 
four years?”
- MariJo Lesatz 

“Quit three dif-
ferent sports at 
NDA?”- Melissa 
Wilke

“Grew seven 
inches in high 
school?”
- Collin Clark

“Almost quit the 
musical senior 
year?”- Katrina 
Dietsche

“Never got a 
referral?”
- Jadon Motquin

“Wanted to be a lawyer?”
- Chloe Ledvina

“Peed my pants during 
lunch my sophomore 
year?”- Callie Adamczak

“Still thought there was a 
pool on the roof until this 
year?”- Ryan O’Connell

“Never wore a green 
shirt?”- Isabel Canadeo

“Am the most popular and 
came here junior year?”
- Michael Schumacher

“Have actually been dye-
ing my hair red all these 
years?”- Jack Colleran

“Haven’t done any 
SMARTMUSIC assign-
ments in the last two 
years?”- Hannah Scolare

“Got two referrals?”
- Emily Lelinski 

“Have never gone to snake 
day nor participated in dip 
day?”- Rachel Sladky

“Never used SparkNotes 
in my life?”- Cali Gurnicki 

“Ate the same lunch for 
the entire school year?”
- Sinead VanDreese

“Got a speeding ticket on 
the way to exams freshman 
year?”- Ireland Sweeney

“Wore an NDA fleece 
everyday for freshman and 
sophomore year?”
- Gabby Dupont

“Wore the same panda 
shirt every day in gym class 
sophomore year and now 
everyone calls me ‘panda’-
monium’?”
- Nick Messerschmidt

“Got Ben Richards to 
drink a bottle of hot sauce 
freshman year?”
- Alec Hodkiewicz

“Got my license suspend-
ed?”- Kevin Santiago

“Failed my temps test?”- 
Carly Noble

“Got pooped on by a bird 
(on the face) at my first 
high school football
game?”- Claire Rotherham



Good-Bye NDA 

 It’s difficult to find the words to say goodbye to so many people you’ve spent 
so much time with, and even when we look to the future we have to acknowl-
edge the past because it brought us here: to where we are today. Today, and 
every day in the future, we will be working towards new goals, new challenges 
that will push us to be who we are instead of who we’re expected to be.

Martin Scorsese once said, “You may be shy. You may be tentative. And even, 
at times, you may be fragile. But you have to protect your own voice, your 
creative spirit, no matter what it costs. That takes tenacity, confidence, and 
resilience.”

One of our seniors, Ireland Sweeney, said it best. 
Read her reflection on her time here and her “goodbye” to NDA.

Creative minds and spirits are what made us prove that the sky is not the limit. It’s what made us prove that 
the people we are today aren’t the people we’ll be for the rest of our lives. We are people with an opportunity 
to go beyond--to discover not only the world but where we belong in it. 

And if you find at the end that you aren’t satisfied with your sense of self, then I have two words: Keep Go-
ing. Yes, it’s not Dr. Seuss-level inspiration, but it’s the truth. Why stop when it’s hardest, why halt when 
you’re saddest? Keep going.
 
I’m blessed to be surrounded by the people that I am. We’re all blessed in that sense. We had people that chal-
lenged us and supported us. We had people that put us down and raised us up. We are surrounded by these 
people today, and we are leaving this place with a better sense of self because of these people. These people 
kept us going. Someday we may not have these same people in our lives to keep us on the right path, but we 
will have ourselves, and our tenacity, our confidence, and our resilience.

Why is it that these are the qualities that enable us to continue on, to keep our drive? Tenacity is persistent 
determination. Not giving in easily. The quality that gives us the experiences we’ll some day recount to those 
around us. Tenacity is progress, and if you keep your tenacity strong,  no matter what pace you’re going at, 
you’ll get somewhere. You may not end up at the place that you expected to go, but you will get somewhere, 
and that’s movement no one can take from you. 

Confidence is believing in yourself to the point where you couldn’t care less what anyone thinks. It’s trusting 
in yourself and what you bring to the table. It’s knowing who you are is enough. Confidence gives us a fight-
ing chance to weather the storm. The biggest disaster could happen, and your confidence won’t change the 
event. But it will change whether you survive it. Confidence is a “kick in the rear” to self-doubt, to insecuri-
ties, and to those who tell you “you can’t.” Can’t or shouldn’t… Confidence will tell you which. 

Resilience is the ability to stand up to challenges, having the knowledge to work through them, and bounce 
back stronger than you were before. It’s not sleeping for two days and still killing that final. It’s training your-
self through the everyday hardships and taking that to push through bigger challenges. When we were fresh-
man, we had ideas of what was hard and what was easy. Now, we still have ideas of what’s hard and easy, but 
look at how different they are. It’s not so much the demand, but the adaptability.  It is taking advantage of the 
potential to grow into new people. 

All of these characteristics are similar but distinct in their own right. They work in tandem to give us oppor-
tunities to keep going. And everyone has them, which is why when we lose a part of ourselves we lean on oth-
ers. We ask them to love us when we can’t love ourselves, to drive us forward when we lose our tenacity, to 
believe in us when we lose our confidence and to protect us when we lose our resilience. The people around 
us for the past four years have done that for us. They’ve loved us, pushed us, and kept us going.
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  S e n i o r s ’  L a s t  W i l l6
Madeline Moureau and 
Emily Smits will their title 
of captain of the golf team 
to Chloe Capomaccio.

Nick Messerschmidt wills 
his “pandamonium” shirt to 
Howie Gerstner so he can 
wear it for gym class every 
day his sophomore year.
 
Richard Rehberg wills his 
music and music cupboard 
to Jack Flis.

Ben Rose wills the drum 
seat in the Jazz Band to 
“Roppie” Gurnicki and wills 
his “love” of Advanced 
Biology to Emily Seidl.

Isabel Canadeo wills her 
cross country leadership to 
Morgan Christensen. 

Lauren LaPointe wills her 
front row spot at hockey 
games to Meghan Yakel and 
Maggie Miller.

Ben Richards wills his Tri-
ton raps to Spencer Allen.

Quinn Snyder wills his 
unblockable turnaround 
jumper to Eric Ritchay.

Thomas Shade wills his 
volleyball skills to Tommy 
Tressler, his Math Team to 
Matthew Shade and his golf 
skills to Joel Meglic.
..
Cassie Klim wills her 
love of  homeroom to Jack 
Halama.

Jack Gille wills his left ear-
ring to Avery Lyons so he 
can continue the legacy.

Will Roach wills his eye-
brows to Alex Broullire and 
his three consecutive NDA 
CC Team Comedian Titles 
to Howie Gerstner. 

Whitney DeMeuse and 
Corinne Meglic will their 
spots in the Triton Trio to 
Grace Campbell and Mor-
gan VanDrisse. 

Jacob Rose wills the cross-
country warhorn to David 
Letter, the deepest, darkest 
secrets of the track team 
to Nick Markland and his 
baldness to Grant Noble.

Olivia Nelson wills the 
fiery Red Mazda 3 to David 
Nelson, a spicy chicken 
sandwich to Maddie Reitz 
and Krave cereal to Bonge.

Taylor King wills her pa-
tience to Allison Rakers.

Cameron Cichocki wills 
her high school attendance 
record to her brother Carson 
Cichocki.

Eleanor Sladek wills her 
tie-dye uniform shirts to Au-
drey Sladek, Lydia Sladek 
and Cathy Baeten.

Kyle Yurek wills his 
trombone skills to Hannah 
Zehra, his wheels to Rob-
bie Gurnicki, the guardian-
ship of the sacred Manteca 
to Drew Gunville and jazz 
combo to Jack Flis.

Danny Stewart wills his 
mermaid tail to Max Pallini, 
his baseball cap to Reese 
Johnson and his jean shorts 
to Jon Zacharias.

 Jason Revolinsky wills 
his post-win “guns” to  Sam 
Peterman, Jacob Conrad and 
Charlie Wied. And further-
more he  wills his green ties 
to Riley Onell.  Keep Triton 
hockey great!



S e n i o r s ’  L a s t  W i l l 7
Alec Hodkiewicz wills his 
tech-deck board to Max 
Pallini and his computer 
hacking skills to Madeline 
Darling.

Katrina Dietsche wills her 
uncontrollable curly hair 
problems to her twin Lilly 
Brada.

Jadon Motquin wills his 
box car to Ethan Motquin.

Whitney Walczyk wills 
the early-release carpool 
responsibilities to Rachel 
Stover.

Emily Lelinski  wills her 
stage to her sister Sarah 
Lelinski.

Callie Adamczak wills her 
10th seat on the girls basket-
ball bench to Hana Reitz.

Ali DeWilde wills her mo-
tivation to Morgan Schram. 
Stop being lazy! Love you, 
girl.

Carly Noble wills her entire 
high school existence to 
Cassidy Noble and her neg-
ativity to Alex Papacosta.

Marijo Lesatz wills her 
uniforms to Elizabeth 
Lesatz.

Ryan O’Connell wills his 
PS2 to Brennan Gestrich.

Claire Rotherham wills 
her little brother Patrick to 
Meghan Yakel.

Claire Sternkopf wills 
her filing duties for Mrs. 
Salerno to Rebekah Bouch-
er. Don’t fail me, Bekah :)

Cali Gurnicki wills her 
advanced percussion talents 
to Robbie Gurnicki.

Noah Huntley wills his 
lunch table to Viktor Nolan, 
Caleb Ledvina and Evan 
Connelly and his JV career 
to Jim Wilke and Nate Gille.

Nick Lasecki wills his frolf 
discs to Myles Krzewinski. 

Brady Bjork wills his 
Peterman lunch card to 
Logan Braun, his workouts 
to Mikey Gregoire and his 
style to Jacob Peterman. 
 
Meg Dwyer wills her vol-
leyball number to Elizabeth 
Schaupp and everything 
else, along with her hair 
straightener, to Syd Slack.

Collin Clark wills his 
Catchphrase skills to David 
Letter.

Ryan Ehlinger wills his 
love of Fetty Wap to Reese 
Johnson.

Tommy Matthews wills the 
finale spot at Cabaret Night 
to Nathan Budde and his 
position as President of the 
Game Club to PJ Schneider.

Jon Lemens wills the lead-
ership of the hurdle squad to 
Nick Markland. 

Elisabeth Lasecki and 
Katie Gapinski will their 
Hearden homeroom co-
captainship to Kate Stumpf 
and Jon Zacharias.

Shanelle Steeno wills her 
flute choir to Felicity Bieker 
and Elliot McGinnity-
Schneider. 

Ireland Sweeney wills 
her hygiene habits (or lack 
thereof) to Liz Bolin.



8 My Most Memorable Moment 
at NDA is...

“When I went to state for 
football.” - Quinn Snyder

“When we learned how to 
dance instead of march at 
band camp.”- Hannah Sco-
lare

“The moments shared with 
my full IB peeps.”- Ireland 
Sweeney

“When I played Cinder-
ella.”- Anabelle Xiong

“Going to state for football 
both my junior and senior 
year and being at NDA.”-
Lily Stebor

“Winning Kahoot at De la 
Baie Fest.”- Katie Gapinski

“When I gave the Triton-
fest speech at Lambeau 
Field.”- Brenda Aguilar

“When I lost 50 pounds.”- 
Nick Messerschmidt

“Falling out of a wheelchair 
on my way to theology in 

front of Mr. Geiser’s senior 
math class.”- Emily Lelin-
ski

“Getting in a rap battle at 
lunch with Clayton Lisows-
ki.”- Alec Hodkiewicz

“Playing volleyball at the 
Resch back to back.”- 
Whitney DeMeuse

“I slipped off a dock film-
ing a video for Earth Sci-
ence.”- Kevin Santiago

“When my act was much 
better than Stephen Lovell’s 
in Mr. NDA.”- Jacob Rose

“Going to the Dominican 
Republic on a mission trip 
going into my senior year.”- 
Ali DeWilde

“When Jenna overflowed 
the bathtub and it seeped 
out the door.”- Taylor King

“Morning in the French 
room, winning state 
hockey and JV soccer bus 

rides.”- Kira Gunville

“NDA Serves at the Rail-
road Museum.”- Ryan Eh-
linger

“Being in Mr. NDA and 
football state.”- Danny 
Stewart

“When I joined the cross 
country team.”- Eleanor 
Sladek

“When I was voted in as 
Drum Major.”- Ben Rose 

“Winning state for football 
my junior year”- Morgan 
Carlson 

“State football 2015 and 
seeing the hard work pay 
off for the team.”- Michael 
Rader

“When Paige Vaughn went 
against Ole in the wing 
challenge.”- Lauren Dovo-
rany

“When my team went 
back-to-back as intramural 
basketball champions.”- 
Jon Lemens

“Becoming a cross-country 
senior captain.”- Tommy 
Matthews

“Shaving my head fresh-
man year.”- Ben Ricker

“Starting the girls’ lacrosse 
team.”- Ella Hunt

“Winning a spot in Mr. 
NDA two years in a row.”- 
Ryan O’Connell

“Tritonfest 2017.”- MariJo 
Lesatz

“Beating Bay Port in the 
FRCC Championship 
game.”- Brady Bjork



9My, how We’ve Changed!

Freshman Yearbook Pictures 2013-14



Shout Outs10
Jacob Rose gives a 

shout out to Max Polack 
for coining the nickname 
“Bald Eagle”and another 
shoutout to the freshmen 
on the track and cross-
country teams. Good luck 
next season!

Sinead VanDreese 
gives a shout out to all her 
choolas (BFFs).

Brooke Kerscher gives 
a shout out to Mr. Kriegl 
for sharing his animal 
crackers.

Whitney DeMeuse 
gives a shout out to Stella 
DeMeuse for too many 
reasons to list.

Ali DeWilde gives a 
shout out to Mrs. Brown 
for always picking on her 
in Creative Writing class.

Claire Rotherham 
gives a shout out to Carly 

Noble for being by her 
side through it all.

Nic Lasecki gives 
a shout out to Mr. 
McGowan for ballin’ up 
everyday.

Brady Bjork gives a 
shout out to the Petermans 
for all the Konop lunch 
items and to Bryce Poshak 
for being a grade-A 
linemate.

Richard Rehberg gives 
a shout out to Ben Rose 
for all the free Arnold 
Palmers. 

Callie Adamczak gives 
a shout out to Mr. Winkler 
for never giving her a 
referral.

Ryan O’Connell gives 
a #shoutout @Fr.Brad.

MariJo Lesatz gives a 
shout out to Kiki Kussow 

for ripping her pants at 
school.

Claire Sternkopf gives 
a shout out to Marion 
Hermitanio and Katie 
Coyle for being great 
singers and friends. Keep 
dancin’ and singin’.

Nick Messerschmidt 
gives a shout out to Mr. 
Weiss for putting up with 
all of his random outbursts 
and good ideas.

Ben Rose gives a 
shout out to Ellie Rose 
for putting up with 
him waking up at 7:10 
everyday and making her 
late.

Ben Richards gives 
a shout out to Bob Pauly 
for giving him someone to 
lean on.

Lauren LaPointe gives 
a shout out to Grace Shaw 
for loving Konop’s pulled 
pork sandwiches as much 
as she does.

Michael Rader 
gives a shout out to Mr. 
McGowan for always 
being able to talk sports 
and for having a great 
podcast to talk about the 
NBA.

Eleanor Sladek gives 
a shout out to the ND 
cross country team and the 
band for being her second 
family.

Kyle Yurek gives a 
shout out to Mr. Hill for 
all of his mentorship and 
guidance and to Claire 
Weydt for always being 
there for him.

Marisa Jacques gives 
a shout out to Anastasia 
Geigel, her favorite 
sophomore.        

 Chole Ledvina 
gives a shout out to 
Emily Lelinski for being 
a fantastic stage crew 
manager and to everything 
she has done in theater the 
past four years.



Shout-Outs 11
Tommy Matthews gives 

a shout out to the squad 
for all of the late night Per-
kins and pizza runs. You 
know who you are.

Jon Lemens gives a 
shout out to Señora Stover 
for putting up with him all 
these years.

Chris Fineout gives a 
shout out to Tommy T for 
being the plug.

Katie Gapinski gives a 
shout out to the mainte-
nance staff for being some 
of the friendliest people at 
NDA.

a shout out to 1st hour 
campus ministry for all the 
good times.

Chloe Ledvina gives a 
shout out to Mrs. Hearden 
for convincing her to do 
Next Stage. 

Annabelle Xiong gives 
a shout out to Mrs. Gilson 
for always believing in her 
and to Mrs. Hearden for 
helping her grow as a per-
son and a performer.

Alex Wasilkoff wants 
to give a shout out to Ms. 
Mahlock for keeping him 
on the straight and narrow.

Maddie Kaye gives a 
shoutout to Chelsea Chru-
dimsky for simultaneously 
driving her crazy and keep-
ing her sane.

Lily Stebor gives a 
shout out to Mr. Kriegl for 
providing animal crackers 
and water bottles in cam-
pus ministry everyday!

Ireland Sweeney gives a 
shout out to Ms. Van and 
her homeroom the Ty-
phoons. Love you guys!

Emily Lelinski gives 
a shout out to Mr. Kriegl 
for challenging her faith 
and keeping her on the 
right path.  She also gives 
a shout out to Mrs. Gilson 
for always being there for 
her and helping her find 
her ally. Finally, she gives 
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3
Emily Gibson

New York University

Megan Schumer
University of Iowa

Sylvia Griffitt
University of Minnesota 

Twin Cities

Heather Ruby
University of St. Thomas

1

3

4 5
Alexander Wasilkoff

Boston College

2
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7
Alexander Fife
UW-Madison

7

10

6 6

Maria Ehlinger
University of Wisconsin 

Madison

Katrina Dietsche
University of Minnesota 

Twin Cities

Mary Zakowski
University of Notre 

Dame

Diego Mendoza Diaz
George Washington 

University 

Thomas Shade
Boston College

8

Sarah Zarvan
University of Wisconsin 

Madison

9



Arizona State University
Lexi Fitzgerald

Ave Maria University 
Angela White

Babson College
Carter Olles

Bellin College
Mikayla Neveau

Bemidji State University
Emma Riedi

Berkeley City College
Xiaofei Yang

Binghamton University
Zhangchi Tian

Boston College
Alexander Wasilkoff

Thomas Shade
Michael Karow

Boston University
Sophia Kummers

Carroll University
Madison Remmington

Colorado State 
University

Wenhan Zhao

Concordia University
Alissa DeWilde

Cornell University
Ariana Del Moral

Creighton University
Madeline Kaye

Greta Bosco

DePaul University
Barrett Desotell
Ben Richards

Drake University
Hailey Gutowski

Drexel University
Samantha Lucero

East Carolina University
Michael Trgovac
Ryan Ehlinger

Embry Riddle 
Aeronautical University

Jason Revolinsky

George Washington 
University

Diego Mendoza

Grand Valley State 
University

Matthew Carlson

Indiana University
Ella Hunt

Emily Smits

Iowa State University 
Morgan Carlson
Will Motquin
Maddi Reise
Junfeng Ni

Junior Hockey
Jadon Motquin

Lawrence Univesity
Claire Sternkopf

Loyola University
Ireland Sweeney
Maria Keenan

Jackson T. Martin

Marquette University
Devin Cribben 
Noah Duncan
Rachel Sladky
Stephen Lovell
Melissa Wilke

US Naval Academy
Jacob Rose

McNally Smith College 
of Music

Michael Schumacher
Charlie Urick

Michigan Technological 
University 

Noah Meyers

Milwaukee School of 
Engineering
Josh Hock

Michigan State 
University
Kaifeng Tan

New York University
Emily Gibson

Northern Michigan 
University

Madison Kaster
Shanelle Steeno
Kira Gunville
Elijah Dercks

Denalyn Urcavich

NWTC
Alec Hodkiewicz
Michael Rader
Drew Klysen
Teah Brice

Quinn Dellise
Nick Haske
Jack Perron

Kevin Santiago
David Torres

Ohio State University
Quinn Snyder

Oral Roberts University
Hanna Lech

Penn State
Haoyu Sun

Samford University
Corinne Meglic

San Diego State 
University

Jackson D. Martin

School of Visual Arts
Taekyu Kim

St. Catherine’s
Taylor King

St. John’s University
Jack Colleran

St. Louis University
Christin Roskos

Syracuse University
Yucong Lin

St. Norbert College
Madalyn Foscato

Gina Kerscher
Anna Tristani

Jonathan Lemens
Ellie Sylvester
Danny Stewart

Lauren LaPointe
Maria Haske

Rock Beauchamp
Jacob Lamm

John Leonhard
Gerardo Mendoza

Jack Mickelson
Alexandra Socha
Cami Wendricks

Texas A&M
Marisa Jacques

Texas Christian 
University

Hope Gourley

Gap Year
Andrea Hall

Max McDonald
Hannah Scolare
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University of 

California-Davis
Jinqiu Fan
Huilai Li

University of California-
Santa Cruz
Jingnan Cao

University of Iowa
Megan Schumer

Quanfeng Li
Han Lu

University of Kansas
Meg Dwyer

Kristin Griesbacher

University of Leeds
Elena Martin Sierra

University of Minnesota
Katrina Dietsche
Johnny Santaga
Brooke Kerscher

Sylvia Griffitt
Patrick Darling

Ben Ricker
Chris Fineout
Jordan Flaten

Annabelle Whatley
Colleen Lois

University of Native 
American Bureau
Marina Frechette

University of Nebraska
Christopher May

University of North 
Dakota

Alex Arnold

University of Notre Dame
Brady Bjork

Elisabeth Lasecki
Mary Zakowski

University of St. Francis
Alec Goodwin

University of St. Thomas
Claire Rotherham

Carly Noble
Heather Ruby

Whitney DeMeuse
Isabel Canadeo
MariJo Lesatz
Paige Vaughn

Chelsea Chrudimsky

University of Washington
Nate Ihlenfeldt

University of Wisconsin- 
Eau Claire

Gabby Dupont
Alexander Steber

Emma Panure
Jack Drake

Lauren Dovorany
Eleanor Sladek

Nick Messerschmidt
Erika Odberg

Katelyn Morgan
Morgan Goodwin

Max Liegel
Stephanie Walczyk

University of Wisconsin-
Green Bay

Kim Lambie
Chloe Ledvina
Jordyn Zehms

Richard Rehberg
Jonathan Sollberger

Tom Jedwabny
Brenda Aguilar
Kassie Baeten
Kelly Lamas

Antonio Salerno

University of Wisconsin-
La Crosse

Brendan O’Neil
Brennan VanWychen
Bennet Christensen

Sam Conard
Mitchell Grzybowski

University of Wisconsin-
Madison

Whitney Walczyk
Katie Gapinski

Maureen Nesvacil
Collin Clark
Nic Lasecki

Sinead Van Dreese
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  My Teacher16
Mr. Winkler

 “They used to call me DJ 
Winkle back in my college 
days.”

“Steber, you are a spitting 
image of me.”

Mr. Masarik

“Wouldn’t it be funny if…”

“Look, _________, you’re 
a great kid, but…”

“There is no need to clap 
in the lunchroom, for any 
reason really.” 

Mr. Guyette 

“Your face is torture.”

Mrs. Brown

“My husband found a 
squirrel outside. He’s our 
pet now.”

“I’m a little sensitive about 
my belly button.”

Mr. Bobinski

 “So, Steber, what is your 
first name?”

“This is the most 
inappropriate thing I’ve 
ever seen at this school.”

Mr. Hill

“You need to tap your heel 
to get the booty moving.” 

“Drugs are not cool!”

“Heroin, don’t do it.”

“How about that ride in…I 
guess that’s why they call it 
Sin City.”

Mr. Stary

 “The creature is big and 
ugly, kinda like my high 
school prom date.”

“The chess club are 
bullies.” 

       Mr. Chris Nowak 

“You played like a chair out 
there!”

“Where do I put my 
hands?”

               Madame 

“Chop chop my little pork 
chops.”

“Phone is your enemy.”

“Look at my moose, and 
my lamb, my little moose 
lamb.”

Mr. Lagerman

“Going to take the roll 
now, and I’m not stealing 
from the bakery.”

“Chariots of Fire, it’s like 
the English track team. 
Nobody cares!” 

“Sometimes when I sneeze, 
I see stars.”

Mr. Harry Geiser 

“You guys coming over 
for ‘The Amanda Show’ 
tonight?”

“My first mistake in 100 
years of teaching.. .”

“Put that money away...
teachers are poor! We see 
things like $100 bills and 
get nervous.” 

Sra. Dory

“Don’t put that in the 
senior quotes.”

“That’s racist against 
insects.”

Mr. Giovanetti

“Toddlers have perfect 
squat technique.” 

Mr. John Nowak 

“Ryan Ehlinger, please try 
out for football.”

Mrs. Hall

“There is something about 
old men that I just love.”

           Dr. Ravizza

“Remember who you are 
and where you come from.”



17Said What?!

Mr. Kriegl

“I had my Jesus hat on, and 
I was ready to go.”

Mr. Gray
 
“Class, we have a special 
speaker coming in to teach 
us. We are going to learn 
from the tree outside my 
classroom.”

“That’s what I want to be, a 
Santa Claus troll.” 

“So I was watching this 
video one late night, all 
alone, with my headphones 
on. It was pretty lit.”

Mrs. Nelson

“This is our last equation...
let’s take a moment of con-
templation.”

Father Brad

“I don’t know, I’d be pretty 
pumped if I had two teeth.”

Ms. Mahlock

“Steber, you can marry my 
niece.”

Mrs. Hollenback

“This pen is great for cor-
recting papers, but it bleeds 
like the dickens.”

“Now let’s take a look at 

this handsome man gazing 
at an apple.”

“He only ate Fritos and 
Diet Coke for lunch. Now 
he’s in jail. He killed a 
man.”

“They’d have to say I’m 29 
a lot.”

Mrs. Zhang

“He’s not a scholar; he’s a 
nerd.” 

“It’s all about dating.”

“I’m sooooo nice with you 

guys; I need to start giving 
out more referrals.”

Mr. Dunlap

“Cry me a river, build me a 
bridge and get over it.”

Mrs. Stanczak

“SHENANIGANS!”

Mr. Weiss

“My wife thinks I’m crazy, 
but I like boy bands.”



   Advice to Underclassmen

“You can only do your best 
and at the end of the day, 
it’s enough.”- Ellie Sylves-
ter

“Take school seriously. It’s 
cool to try.”- Anonymous

“Stress only creates more 
stress.”- Will Roach 

“Sometimes the greatest 
blessings have ugly packag-
ing...embrace those hid-
den blessings.”- Elisabeth 
Lasecki

“Work hard in class and do 
your best with your grades 
because it will impact your 
future. While grades do 
not define you, they will 
be important when you 
apply to college.”- Matt 
Krzewinski

“Never be afraid to be 
yourself. You are your 
worst critic- don’t beat 
yourself up when you mess 
up. Your grades do mat-
ter. Don’t sweat the small 
things. Be nice to every-
one.”- Anonymous

“Your ACT score doesn’t 
determine how smart you 

are. Also, watch out for 
egg roll day;  it comes 
around once in a great 
while.”- Emma Riedi

“Hold off on getting a 
job as long as possible. 
Once you start, you never 
leave.”- Anya Carlson

“You have the rest of your 
life to work. Enjoy not 
being very busy in high 
school because it will only 
get busier.”- Anonymous

“Join the clubs, go to the 
sporting events, hang out 
with your friends. You will 
only get busier as high 
school goes on, so take 
every opportunity you 
get.”- Anonymous

“Don’t take things so 
seriously. It will only hurt 
you.”- Anonymous

“Do what you want to do. 
Be yourself and don’t fall 
into peer pressure to do 
something or be someone 
you don’t want to be.”- Eli-
jah Dercks

“Don’t invest too much 
of yourself into school. 

There’s a lot more to life 
than school and grades.”- 
Carter Olles

“After four years here, I 
would advise you to take 
your grades seriously for 
all four years, not just your 
final years. Also, be nice 
to Jeremy from Konop.”- 
Johnny Santaga

“Run really fast to all of 
your classes to impress the 
upperclassmen with your 
speed.”- Quinn Snyder

“A spicy chicken a day 
keeps the doctor away.”- 
Jacob Rose

“Don’t stop looking for the 
pool on the roof.”- Jason 
Revolinsky

“Eat a lot of spicy chick-
en.”- Josh Hock

“Don’t join a sport unless 
it brings you joy.”-Maria 
Ehlinger 

“Do well during the 
semester so you don’t have 
to try on the exam.”- Max 
Liegel

“Be yourself.”- Ryan Eh-
linger

“Take IB English with 
Mrs. Brown.”- Emily 
Martin

“After four years of school 
here, my advice would 
be to live it up.”- Lachlan 
Johnson

“Don’t worry about gradu-
ating because high school 
goes by fast. Don’t worry 
about the grade; focus on 
the learning experience.”- 
Anonymous

“Take school seriously, 
especially from the begin-
ning. However, if you get 
a few Bs, you will still 
get into college. Go to 
school events and never 
close yourself off from 
new opportunities or new 
friends.”- Erika Odberg

“Don’t try to do too much. 
Balance your schoolwork 
with your other activi-
ties.”- Annabelle Whatley

“Give time to yourself 
before giving it to oth-
ers. Also, get to know 
your teachers; they are the 
part of NDA you’ll miss 
most.”- Greta Bosco

“Take IB English and 
actually read the novels as-
signed.”- Anonymous 

“Study hard for the SAT 
and ACT. Otherwise you’ll 
regret a lot on May 1st.  
And visit China some-
day!”- Iris Li

“Have fun and go to every 
sporting event you can.”-
Claire Rotherham 
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     Good-Bye NDA  20
 Ireland Sweeney ‘17     --Continued from Page 5      
It’s fair to say that not everyone in our lives will do that for us. There are those out there that would let us lose 
those qualities that keep us going. So when you meet those people that choose to be unkind, move on. Instead, 
keep those individuals that would help rather than hurt, support rather than suffer, the ones you know as friend 
and not foe. Never let them go, and as they keep you going, always keep them going in turn.

I can’t leave without including a lesson, so here it is: no matter how terrible life is, you will feel just a little bit 
better...if you take a shower. How’s that for a life lesson? Because you can say at least you didn’t stop when 
waking up and staying in bed. You kept going. So when you don’t have that tenacity, that confidence or resil-
ience, you know you can at least give yourself credit for basic personal hygiene. Gold star for you! The only 
downside is that once we’re out there, people stop giving out gold stars, and they stop congratulating you for 
being a “normal” human being. People are more honest and that honesty will be hard to take. But we’ll keep go-
ing. We’ll suffer through, and shower on good days and bad, and if the shower doesn’t happen the only person 
to complain will be your roommate. Eventually, after all that, we’ll gain back those parts of ourselves that we 
need to succeed.

Looking forward, take what you’ve seen here. The conflict, the fun, and the controversies. Take it all in and look 
forward with the knowledge that you were a part of it, and you know yourself a little better for it. And I hope 
you leave knowing who you are. If you don’t, that’s okay. It really is. You still have a lifetime ahead of you to 
discover your sense of self. 

So be proud. Be proud of who you are because high school isn’t easy. No matter how many classes, or sports, or 
clubs, or lunches you’ve spent being worried or sad or disappointed… it’s a trial you passed. High school is dif-
ficult for everyone. In our hearts, and I know this is cliche, we knew we could do it: with tenacity, confidence, 
and resilience, we kept going.

I’d like to end with a prayer:

God, give me grace to accept with serenity
the things that cannot be changed,
Courage to change the things
which should be changed,
and the Wisdom to distinguish
the one from the other.
Living one day at a time,
Enjoying one moment at a time,
Accepting hardship as a pathway to peace,
Taking, as Jesus did,
This sinful world as it is,
Not as I would have it,
Trusting that You will make all things right,
If I surrender to Your will,
So that I may be reasonably happy in this life,
And supremely happy with You forever in the 
next.
Amen.

        




